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WE SET OUT TO FIND THEM ACROSS EVERY FIELD OF  
ENDEAVOR, THE PEOPLE WHO ARE BENDING HISTORY  
RIGHT NOW. IT WAS AN IMPOSSIBLE TASK, WEIGHING THE  
RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF ENTERTAINERS, ENTREPRENEURS, 
INDUSTRIALISTS, POLICY MAKERS, SCIENTISTS, AND TYRANTS.  
BUT THE RESULT IS A DETERMINED, DEFIANT, EARNEST,  
BRILLIANT, PHILANTHROPIC, SPACE-GOING, SMOKING-HOT 
(PAGE 121 ONLY) GROUP, AND TOGETHER THEY ARE WRITING 
THE FIRST CHAPTER OF THE REST OF OUR LIVES. 
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AL GORE IS A LUNATIC. If you’ve ever seen the man speak in person, 
well, it’s hard to know whether or not he’s putting you on. He is so over 
the top that you are tempted to laugh. You do laugh. Think about it: 
There’s this oversized man in a suit at least two sizes too large alter-
nately yelling at you about how our planet has a fever and how you 
aren’t treating it and then, suddenly, pausing as if in thought (though 
he has given this talk thousands of times), extending his left hand in 
front of him as if holding poor Yorick’s skull, examining the tips of his 
fingers as if the words he is about to say or the idea he is on the verge 
of is balanced on his digits. And then he begins to speak again, calm-
ly building to an overwrought explication of the apocalypse.

It’s amazing, funny, and borderline crazy. And it’s clearly working.

We, as a culture, always reject the lunatic fringe and then inex-
orably move toward it. We mocked PETA and then, 20 years later, 
we’re lobbying Congress to pass legislation securing the rights of 
dogs. And when the lunatic is a former vice-president who went on 
to win both the popular vote and a Nobel Prize, our willingness to 
embrace that fringe is enhanced.

So when he stood before us this past summer and claimed that 
within ten years a combination of wind and solar power can produce 
all of our country’s electric energy needs, it was both preposterous 
and strategically brilliant. He set a ridiculous goal, but it’s the very 
lunacy of it that may push us closer to a goal devoutly to be desired. 
Gore is a crazy man. And that is the key to his influence.
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